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Heliophysics model outputs are increasingly accessible, but typically are not

usable by the majority of the community unless directly collaborating with the

relevant model developers. Prohibitive factors include complex file output

formats, cryptic metadata, unspecified and often customized coordinate

systems, and non-linear coordinate grids. Some pockets of progress exist,

giving interfaces to various simulation outputs, but only for a small set of

outputs and typically not with open-source, freely available packages.

Additionally, the increasing array of tools built upon these sporadic

interfaces are typically model-specific. We present Kamodo’s model-

agnostic satellite flythrough capabilities as the solution to the utilization

barrier for heliophysics model outputs. Developed at the Community

Coordinated Modeling Center, these flythrough capabilities are built in

Python upon a network of model-agnostic interfaces developed in

collaboration with model developers, providing interpolation results the

community can trust. Kamodo’s flythrough capabilities present the user with

a growing variety of flythrough tools based upon a rapidly expanding library of

heliophysics model outputs in several domains, currently including a variety of

Ionosphere-Thermosphere-Mesosphere and global magnetosphere model

outputs. Each capability is designed to be easily accessible via simplistic

model-agnostic syntax, with the entire package freely available in the cloud

on Github. Here, we describe the tools developed, include several sample

applications for common science questions, demonstrate interoperability with

selected packages, and summarize ongoing developments.
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1 Introduction

Developing a flythrough capability for in-situ observations

simulated by a given model is straightforward. All one must do is

create a routine to read in the given dataset, a routine to

interpolate between points on the given grids, including time,

and some sort of interface that combines them. More advanced

versions of this also account for conversion to a commonly-used

coordinate system, especially if the model output is given on a

coordinate system custom to the model. This single shot

approach is what is currently used at the Community

Coordinated Modeling Center to provide a flythrough

functionality for the various models hosted there. As part of

the resources offered for various simulation outputs, CCMC’s

users can select a sample of satellite tracks to fly through the

simulation output, which are then offered to the public. These

resources have been used to compare observational data to

multiple model outputs (e.g. Ridley et al., 2016).

The satellite tracing for each of the various simulations used

in the example study referenced were done with code custom to

each model. Also, only two options for satellite tracks are

available. Users can request those available through SSCWeb1

or upload their own, which precludes users from implementing

custom trajectories or trajectories from other sources and in

other formats. As the number of hosted models increases at

CCMC, and the number of satellites in orbit drastically increases,

the software providing this capability requires drastic changes in

order to keep up with the increasing variety of user needs.

The model flythrough services offered by CCMC are further

limited by the interface itself. The run-on-request visualization

interface does offer static visualization and data downloads for

flythrough results, but does not offer model-data or multi-model

comparisons2. A second lesser known interface, called the Virtual

Model Repository Tools, offers model-data comparisons, also as

static visualizations, but does not offer the option to download

the data used to create the plots3. Although these capabilities

would be beneficial to offer for all models and satellite

trajectories, a pre-defined interface for this capability such as

the one provided by CCMC is difficult to maintain. The current

library of code also sometimes requires regridding before using

the flythrough in IDL, which is not satisfactory for all

applications. A more flexible solution is required.

Pysat, the Python satellite data analysis toolkit (Stoneback

et al., 2018), offers a partial solution to this problem. The pysat.

models interface provides a model-agnostic interface for two ITM

models4. However, there are no coordinate conversions

incorporated into the interface. This becomes problematic

when comparing the simulated data to observational data in a

different coordinate system, and prohibitive when dealing with

simulation outputs in custom or model-specific coordinate

systems. In its current state, pysat does not have the software

structure to accommodate a large variety of simulation outputs.

Kamodo solves this problem by using a ‘plug-and-play’

interface design as a framework to incorporate any simulation

output desired and in any coordinate system. At its roots,

Kamodo is a Python open-source software package that

provides a powerful array of capabilities for a given

functionalized dataset (Pembroke et al., 2022). The capabilities

include quick, interactive visualizations, easy function

composition, unit conversions, and automatic LaTeX

rendering of syntax all with simplistic syntax5. Applying these

capabilities to simulation outputs provides for the first time a

direct functionalized access method for users to interact with

these data. This direct access abstracts away the custom and often

complex coordinate grids, verified interpolation on these grids,

the large range of data file formats, and the translation of cryptic

variable names to standard representations. In order to enable

this access, a network of model-specific interfaces called ‘model

readers’ was created (Ringuette et al., 2022a). These model

readers were designed to provide identical interfaces to a large

set of simulation outputs (see Figure 1 for an example).

Eleven types of simulation outputs are currently represented

in this network, with numerous additions in process. The

simulation outputs in the ITM domain include the CTIPe

(Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Plasmasphere

Electrodynamics model, Codrescu et al., 2008), IRI

(International Reference Ionosphere model, Bilitza 2018),

GITM (Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model, Ridley et al.,

2006), SWMF (Space Weather Modeling Framework, Toth et al.,

2007, ionosphere electrodynamics portion only), TIE-GCM

(Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General

Circulation Model, Qian et al., 2013), SuperDARN (Super

Dual Auroral Radar Network, both the default and equal-area

grids, Thomas and Shepherd, 2018), WACCM-X (Whole

Atmosphere Community Climate Model with thermosphere

and ionosphere extension, Liu et al., 2018), DTM (Drag

Temperature Model, Bruinsma, 2015), WAM-IPE (the

coupled Whole Atmosphere Model and Ionosphere

Plasmasphere Electrodynamics model, Maruyama et al., 2016;

Fang et al., 2022), and AMGeO (Assimilative Mapping of

1 https://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/.

2 See https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/index.php, search for existing
simulation runs, and use one of the timeseries visualization links (e.g.,
“Timeseries in Magnetosphere”) in each run’s page, see https://ccmc.gsfc.
nasa.gov/results/viewrun.php?domain=GM&runnumber=Junying_Yang_
042021_1 for a specific example andclick ononeof the links at the bottom
of the page/

3 See https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ungrouped/GM_IM/GM_analysis.php,
and https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ungrouped/GM_IM/GM_analysis.php?
Pid=21127&Pt=BO&Ps=Cluster-1 for a specific example.

4 https://pysat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/instruments/pysatModels.html.

5 https://ensemblegovservices.github.io/kamodo-core/.
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Geospace Observations, AMGeO Collaboration 2019) models. The

eleventh simulation output is from the OpenGGCM model (Open

Geospace General Circulation Model, Raeder et al., 2001, global

magnetosphere outputs only). Several simulation outputs are in the

process of being added: ADELPHI (AMPERE-Derive

ELectrodynamic Properties of the High-latitude Ionosphere model,

Robinson et al., 2021), SWMF (global magnetosphere portion), CIMI

(Comprehensive Inner-Magnetosphere Ionosphere model, Fok et al.,

2014), MARBLE (Bard and Dorelli, 2021, development via

collaboration), and GAMERA (Grid Agnostic MHD for Extended

Research Applications, Zhang et al., 2019, development via

collaboration). Many more simulation outputs are planned to be

added in the coming months.

We have built the first model-agnostic flythrough capability in

Kamodo based on this growing network ofmodel readers.We further

add compatibility with numerous satellite trajectories by linking to

repositories providing them (e.g. SSCWeb), and include coordinate

conversions for a wide array of coordinate systems. The code used to

provide the flythrough capability is open source and available at the

official NASA Kamodo repository6. The CCMC collaborates with

Ensemble Consultancy to maintain the core capabilities of Kamodo,

which the described capabilities depend on (also available on

GitHub7).

The remainder of this paper describes the features included

in the flythrough capability, then demonstrates a few science

cases it can be used for. Section 2 provides a description of the

flythrough capability, including the various functions and

features. This is followed by a few sample science applications

in section 3, such as a model-data comparison and an ensemble

modeling example. Also included in the section is an example

workflow demonstrating interoperability of Kamodo with pysat,

the last core PyHC (Python in Heliophysics Community8)

Python package lacking such an example. Some concluding

remarks and an outline of our future plans are given in

section 4. Throughout the text, this paper will use italics when

referring to a function or variable.

2 Kamodo’s flythrough description

Kamodo’s in-situ flythrough capability is built upon a

network of model-agnostic model interfaces. These scripts

provide direct access to the chosen simulation outputs with

simplistic syntax that remains the same regardless of the

simulation data chosen (see Figure 1 for an example). In

addition to the features already described, the model readers

perform linear interpolation in all time+spatial dimensions

FIGURE 1
An example of a model reader interface in Kamodo. After an import statement, the user retrieves the model reader for the desired model with
the first command, and then functionalizes the data with the second command of the same block. The only user-supplied information needed is
which model is desired and the location of the data. The output shows the functionalized data for the variables found in the files indicated. Once the
data is functionalized, all of the capabilities of Kamodo are available through simple commands. See Pembroke et al., 2022 and Ringuette et al.,
2022a for more information.

6 https://github.com/nasa/Kamodo.

7 https://github.com/EnsembleGovServices/kamodo-core. 8 https://heliopython.org/.
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between data files and align each simulation output with a

coordinate system defined by either SpacePy or AstroPy

(SpacePy: Morley et al., 2011, AstroPy: AstroPy Collaboration

et al., 2013 and AstroPy Collaboration et al., 2018). These

uniform features allowed for a straightforward software design

in the flythrough scripts.

The base function that is used for all variations of Kamodo’s

flythrough capability isModelFlythrough. This function takes the

trajectory as four one-dimensional arrays of time and spatial

positions and ‘flies’ the trajectory in the given coordinate system

through the chosen model data in a sequence of five steps. The

required inputs to the function include the trajectory arrays,

coordinate system information, the chosen model and variable

names, and the directory containing the model data. After some

initial checks, the ModelFlythrough function (1) retrieves the

model reader for the chosen model without executing the model

reader script. The function then (2) compares the time values in

the trajectory with the time ranges associated with the set of files

in the given directory, and discards all times and their associated

positions not covered by the chosen model data. The given

positions are then (3) converted to the coordinate system for

the given model. Next, (4) the retrieved model reader uses

Kamodo to functionalize the chosen variable data for each of

the model output files associated with a trajectory position, and

the value of each requested variable is calculated via interpolation

at the given trajectory positions. The calculated values are then

(5) returned in a Python dictionary with the trajectory times and

positions in the original coordinate system. Users also have the

option of saving the trajectory and the corresponding variable

calculations in one of three output file formats, which are all

compatible with various complementary routines included in the

flythrough software, such as those used in the examples in

section 3. Additional output format options are planned for

enhanced interoperability with other CCMC services, including

CAMEL (Rastaetter et al., 2019).

The logic contained in the ModelFlythrough function is

model-agnostic both in syntax and in software design as a

result of the model-agnostic syntax of the model reader

library. However, the various model outputs are based on

quite different coordinate systems, some specific to the model,

which presented a challenge. Additionally, users desired more

flexibility on the trajectory input options and in the

automatically-produced publication-quality visualization

capabilities, so we built a small library of functions to

accommodate those requests. Our current solutions to these

challenges are described in the next three subsections.

2.1 Coordinate systems

Satellite trajectories are often not available in the same coordinate

system as the simulation outputs. Similarly, simulation outputs are

often in varying coordinate systems, making comparisons across

different models difficult. For example, the AMGeO empirical

model produces output in the solar magnetic coordinate system at

a constant altitude, while the TIE-GCM physics-based model output

instead uses geodetic coordinates with pressure level as the vertical

coordinate. Directly comparing data from the two models without

converting the coordinates is difficult at best due to the different

rotating frames and different vertical scales of the two coordinate

systems. (Note that the corresponding altitude for a given pressure

level changes with location and time.) Kamodo’s flythrough simplifies

this complex problem by incorporating the coordinate systems

defined in AstroPy and SpacePy and the coordinate conversion

functions in those packages. Model-specific coordinate conversions

are handled individually within a standard framework.

Standard coordinate conversions are implemented by calling the

ConvertCoord function automatically during step 3 from the utils.py

script in the kamodo_ccmc/flythrough directory on GitHub. This

function is a simple wrapper for the coordinate conversion

capabilities in the AstroPy and SpacePy packages, and is written

both for automatic execution by the flythrough functions and for

direct user interaction. The input variables include the one

dimensional arrays for the time and spatial coordinate values, and

a few strings for the user to indicate the input and output coordinate

systems. ConvertCoord determines which software package the input

and output coordinate systems belong to, creates the appropriate

coordinate object using the input data, performs the coordinate

conversion, and returns the new coordinate values in one

dimensional arrays (see the Trajectory_Coords_Plots notebook for

more details9 and Figure 2 below for a concept map). However, the

function can only be used when both the input and output coordinate

systems are defined in one of the two packages mentioned.

Some simulation outputs are given in a coordinate system

specific to the model and not defined in either the AstroPy or

SpacePy software packages. In those cases, we rely on custom

coordinate conversion functions in the model readers to link

between a coordinate system defined in either package and the

coordinate system defined in the model. Current examples of this

work can be found in the CTIPe and TIE-GCMmodel readers for

conversions between pressure level and altitude. This approach

uses Kamodo’s function composition capabilities, and will soon

be applied to models with more complex coordinate systems,

such as those based on pitch angle and energy (Ringuette et al.,

2022a). By linking the model-specific coordinate system to a

coordinate system defined in one of the linked packages, the

flythrough functionality will then be able to convert to any

desired coordinate system. Collaborations with model

developers on this challenge have begun for a few models.

9 https://github.com/nasa/Kamodo/tree/master/docs/notebooks.
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2.2 Input trajectories

During the initial development, we identified five possible

types of desired input methods for satellite trajectories: one from

satellite ephemerides obtained from SSCWeb, one from a file of

two-line elements (TLEs), one from a file of previously obtained

satellite positions, one from a variable defined in the user’s

Python session memory, and one from a sample trajectory

generator. To avoid duplicated code across the five

possibilities, we chose the session memory example as the

simplest example and designed the base functionality

accordingly (the ModelFlythrough function described above).

The remaining flythrough functions call the various specific

trajectory functions and then call the ModelFlythrough

function to perform the flythrough.

The five flythrough functions are the RealFlight, TLEFlight,

FakeFlight, MyFlight, and ModelFlythrough functions (see

Table 1). As mentioned above, the ModelFlythrough function

takes the given trajectory, provided as four one-dimensional

arrays, and flies it through the chosen simulation output. The

RealFlight function calls the SatelliteTrajectory function to

retrieve a real satellite trajectory in the form of four one-

dimensional arrays from the SSCWeb10 through an existing

HAPI interface for this resource (Weigel et al., 2021). The

function then calls the ModelFlythrough function to fly that

trajectory through the data. An alternative option is provided

with the TLEFlight function, which calls the TLETrajectory

function to convert TLEs into a trajectory of the same

structure as above using the SGP4 propagator (Simplified

General Perturbations11: Vallado and Crawford 2008). The

four one-dimensional arrays containing the trajectory

information are then fed to the ModelFlythrough function as

before. Similarly, theMyFlight function allows the user to provide

the trajectory through a simply structured file either in comma-

separated, tab-separated, or netCDF4 format options, and then

callsModelFlythrough. This function was specifically designed to

easily fly a previously saved trajectory through a different set of

model data to simplify comparisons across multiple models and

model outputs. This capability has proved especially useful for

users desiring to use a real satellite trajectory previously used but

finding themselves without internet access.

Finally, the FakeFlight function calls the SampleTrajectory

function, which constructs a sample satellite trajectory based

on a variety of input parameters, and then flies that trajectory

through the simulation output using the ModelFlythrough

function. The simplest call to the SampleTrajectory function

only requires start and end times in UTC to create a synthetic

trajectory in geodetic spherical coordinates similar in nature

FIGURE 2
Concept map for the ConvertCoords function. Blue boxes indicate conditional arguments, yellow boxes show tasks executed depending upon
the evaluation result of the preceding conditional argument. Error catching logic is not included in the figure for simplicity. The inputs to the
argument include one dimensional arrays of the time and spatial coordinates (4 1D arrays), and four strings indicating the input and output coordinate
systems andwhether each is Cartesian or spherical. The values returned are one dimensional arrays of the spatial coordinates (3 1D arrays) and a
list of strings containing the units of the output coordinates. Model-specific coordinates are handled external to this function.

10 https://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
11 https://pypi.org/project/sgp4/,https://help.agi.com/stk/index.htm#stk/

vehSat_orbitProp_msgp4.htm.
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to a low earth orbit (see Figure 3). Various default values can

be adjusted in the function call to change the longitudinal

precession rate per orbit, the maximum and minimum

latitudes, the maximum and minimum initial heights, the

decay rate of the height, and the time cadence of the

returned positions. The trajectory produced by the

SampleTrajectory function is not meant to fully simulate

any actual satellite orbit, but to simply give users a

reasonable starting point if no actual trajectory is decided

upon yet. The three trajectory functions, SatelliteTrajectory,

TLETrajectory, and SampleTrajectory, may also be called

independent of the other functions for additional uses, such

as retrieving and modifying a real satellite trajectory before

flying it through a set of model data, or visualizing a trajectory

created from TLEs. Because these five flythrough functions are

based on a network of readers with model-agnostic syntax, the

flythrough function syntaxes are also model-agnostic.

An example of Kamodo’s RealFlight function is presented in

Figure 4. The first block shows the two required import

statements followed by the definition of various input values.

The input values related to the satellite should be determined

using the SSCWeb website9. The parameters related to the

simulation output data, such as the time values in UTC

timestamps (start_utcts and end_utcts, the number of seconds

since 1 January 1970 at midnight UTC) and the variable names,

can be obtained using the various functions demonstrated in the

SF_IntroFunctions notebook8. The second block shows the

syntax of the RealFlight function, which is notably identical

regardless of the model chosen. The final block shows a

simple method to functionalize the object returned by the

TABLE 1 Flythrough Functions. The function names are followed by the minimum syntax required for each of the four flythrough functions. The
source of each of the trajectories is indicated in the last column. SatelliteTrajectory, TLETrajectory, and SampleTrajectory are functions available
through the flythrough software. See text for a basic description of each, and the example notebooks and documentation for more information8.

Function name Minimum syntax required Trajectory source

ModelFlythrough ModelFlythrough (model, file_dir, variable_list, sat_time, c1, c2, c3, coord_sys) Session memory

RealFlight RealFlight (dataset, start, stop, model, file_dir, variable_list) SSCWeb via SatelliteTrajectory

TLEFlight TLEFlight (tle_file, start, stop, time_cadence, model, file_dir, variable_list) Text file containing TLEs via TLETrajectory

FakeFlight FakeFlight (start_time, stop_time, model, file_dir, variable_list) SampleTrajectory

MyFlight MyFlight (traj_file, model, file_dir, variable_list) File previously produced by a flythrough function

FIGURE 3
The default trajectory produced by the SampleTrajectory function. Together, the plots show the position of the imaginary satellite in geodetic
spherical coordinates (longitude, latitude, and altitude) for a 24-h period. Note the longitude begins at -180 but ends slightly above that value due to
the precession in longitude, which can be chosen by the user. The default latitude range is centered on the equator as shown, but any continuous
range can be chosen. By default, the altitude varies in each orbit and degrades slowly over time. The rate of degradation can also be adjusted via
an input parameter. See documentation for more details9.
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function call. Note that the TIE-GCM model outputs use

pressure level as the vertical coordinate, but no additional

commands or parameters are needed as the conversions

between pressure level and altitude (or radius) are handled

internally and automatically.

Regardless of the flythrough function chosen, the object

returned by each function call is identical in structure.

Consequently, the Functionalize_SFResults function can be

used to functionalize any of these objects. Once the returned

object is functionalized, all of the previously described core

capabilities of Kamodo are available to the user, including

simplistic access to interactive plotting (see the bottom section

of Figure 7 below).

2.3 Custom visualizations

If the user defines the name of the output file in any of the

flythrough function calls, then the resulting data is written to the

named file and two custom visualizations are automatically

generated for each variable (see Figures 5, 6 below). Both

visualizations are designed using Plotly (Plotly Technologies

Inc, 2015), and are produced by calling the SatPlot4D

function with different parameters (see the

SF_Traj_Coords_Plots notebook for details8).

Figure 5 shows the full interactive spatial representation of the

entire chosen trajectory in GSE coordinates. The colors indicate the

total electron content (TEC) at the given location and time, as

indicated by the colorbar at right. Users can pan, zoom, and hover

over the image to inspect more closely. All interactivity is saved to an

html file. Figure 6 shows the same information plotted as four time

series. Zooming into one of the four plot sections results in the same

zooming for the other three plots. Similar versions of these plots are

saved on the NASA Kamodo repository8. Several options are

available, especially for plots similar to Figure 5, and are

explained in the referenced notebook. For additional visualization

capabilities, see Ringuette et al., 2022a.

3 Example science workflows

Kamodo’s model-agnostic flythrough capability reduces

data-model, model-model comparisons, and even ensemble

modeling analysis to a few lines of code, regardless of the

FIGURE 4
Example notebook demonstrating the model-agnostic syntax of the RealFlight flythrough function. The first block (A) shows the two required
import statements and chosen variable values. The datetime package is imported to deal with the generation of the UTC timestamps. The second
block (B) presents the model-agnostic syntax of the function call, and the last block (C) shows a simple way to functionalize the Python object
returned by the flythrough function.
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model or trajectory desired. Examples of these applications

are given in the following subsections, followed by an

example of interoperability of Kamodo with pysat. Links to

examples of interoperability of Kamodo with the remaining

PyHC core packages are also given in this section. In addition

to being used in the example workflows, the flythrough

capability is being used from the command line to

incorporate physics-based models into GEODYN II, an

orbit propagator written in FORTRAN (Luthcke et al.,

2006; Garcia-Sage et al., 2021).

3.1 Model-data comparison workflow

Simplistic data-model comparisons using in-situ data are

now possible with a few lines of code for an expanding range of

models and a wide range of trajectories. Combining the

RealFlight function demonstrated in Figure 4 with the

CDAWeb12 interface in Kamodo results in the simple

workflow displayed in Figure 7. The top block in the figure

uses the syntax taken from Figure 4 to fly the chosen satellite

through the model data produced by the TIE-GCM model. The

time range of the model data was chosen to cover the time range

of the desired observational data. We note that any of the

flythrough functions can be interchanged in place of the

RealFlight function shown in the example without changing

the syntax of the remaining blocks due to the identical data

structures returned.

In this case, the observational dataset is the ion temperature

observed by the Coupled Ion-Neutral Dynamics Investigations

(CINDI) mission (Coley et al., 2010). Retrieval of the data is

demonstrated in the second block. The parameter values shown in

that block canbe determined through theCDAWebwebsite.Once the

data is retrieved, it can be easily functionalized using the

Functionalize_TimeSeries function as shown in the same block.

Note that this function can only be used to functionalize one

dimensional time series data. Other methods are available to

functionalize higher dimensionality data (see Kamodo

documentation4). Once both the simulated and observed data are

functionalized, all of the core capabilities available through Kamodo

are easily accessible, including the fully interactive plotting shown in

the bottom block. We note the two datasets are plotted using their

FIGURE 5
An example of a fully interactive 3D plot. In this case, the total electron content (TEC) is plotted for the entirety of a given satellite trajectory. TEC
values are indicated by the colorbar at right, and the model source and coordinate system are printed in the top left corner. The purple box contains
the coordinate information in GSE coordinates, both in Cartesian and spherical, the TEC value, also indicated by the color of the box, and the date and
time in UTC for the data point hovered over by the mouse. The symbols on the top right are the typical buttons provided by Plotly. The plot is
saved as a fully interactive html file. An example is included on the NASA Kamodo repository5.

12 https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html.
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original time resolutions - every minute for the TIE-GCM simulation

output and every second for the CINDI data. The ‘DIFF’ dataset

generated by function composition in the second block is calculated

and plotted using the finer time resolution of the CINDI dataset.

Additional observational and simulated datasets can be added and

functionalized using the same syntax to extend the comparison.

3.2 Ensemblemodeling exampleworkflow

Expanding the model-data comparison to include multiple

models leads to another science use case called ensemble modeling.

(We use the term ‘ensemble modeling’ in the same sense as in

hurricane track prediction, which means to predict a given variable

based on the distribution of predictions given by various models.) In

this use case, the desired flythrough is called once for each simulation

output per desired trajectory. Once the outputs are functionalized,

function composition can be used to combine the results in a weighted

average, even if the weights depend on another parameter.

Figure 8 below demonstrates a simple example of such a

workflow. Two simulation outputs from different models were

prepared for the same time range. For simplicity, the example uses

the same trajectory function as in Figure 4 to fly the C/NOFS

trajectory through both simulation outputs (blocks 1 and 2). The

next block shows how to pull the results from eachRealFlight function

call into the same Kamodo object. This block also shows how to use

the function composition capability in Kamodo-core to combine the

results from each into a custom average calculation. Plotting any or all

of the functions is similarly simplistic as in Figure 7, but is not shown

for brevity. Thisworkflow can be easily expanded to include additional

simulation outputs, more complex functions, unit conversions, and

other useful features.

3.3 Interoperable workflows

Kamodo is now one of the core packages in the PyHC

group and is also interoperable with all of the other core

packages. An example workflow of analyzing MMS data

(Polson et al., 202213) demonstrates the interoperability

FIGURE 6
An example of a fully interactive 1D plot. As in Figure 5, the total electron content (TEC) is plotted for the entirety of a given satellite trajectory at
top (A), followed by the trajectory parameters in Cartesian coordinates in the remaining three plots (B–D). The model source and coordinate system
are printed in the top left corner. Hovering over a value in any of the plots gives a box containing the value and the date and time in UTC. The symbols
on the top right are the typical buttons provided by Plotly. The plot is saved as a fully interactive html file. An example is included on the NASA
Kamodo repository5.

13 https://deepnote.com/workspace/shawn-polson-c095a0fb-f02d-416d-
9c94-c4a9c4e8e54d/project/PyHC-Paper-101b9646-3fd0-4978-a48e-
a4f3e708a0ac/%2FMaking_an_Executable_Paper_with_the_Python_in_
Heliophysics_Community_to_Foster_ Open_Science_and_Improve_
Reproducibility_ipynb.
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FIGURE 7
Example of model-data comparison. The first block (A) uses Kamodo’s RealFlight function to fly the chosen satellite trajectory through the
chosen simulation output. The second block (B) retrieves the ion temperature data from the same satellite and adds it to the previously created
kamodo_object variable. The difference between the two datasets is easily calculated via function composition. A fully interactive plot showing the
three variables is easily created in the third block (C).
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of Kamodo with several other Python packages, including

SpacePy, PlasmaPy, and pySPEDAS14 (PlasmaPy

Community 2022). Another workflow shown at the

2022 PyHC Summer School demonstrated using SunPy

and Kamodo together15. Finally, an interface

exists between the pysat and kamodo packages16, but no

workflow using the two packages is known to exist.

In this section, we feature a workflow combining pysat and

Kamodo to compare simulated and observed data (Figure 9). The

workflow presented in Figure 9 is identical to the workflow presented

in section 3.1, but instead uses pysat to retrieve the desired data. We

adapted code from the pysat example notebooks given at the

2022 PyHC Summer School to implement pysat in this manner.

One advantage to this choice is to use the data filtering in pysat to

clean the observed data before comparing it with the simulated

data, which results in a better comparison to the simulated data.

Comparing the final plots at the bottom of Figures 7, 9

shows the differences between the two analysis methods,

especially the reduction and removal of several spikes in

the data in Figure 9 as compared to Figure 7 (orange in

both plots). As noted in the model-data comparison

presented in section 3.1, the simulated data is plotted using

its original time cadence of every minute, and the CINDI data

and ‘DIFF’ function are plotted every second, with identical

timestamps as in Figure 7. The exception to this 17results from

the data removed by the cleaning process. Figure 10 shows the

FIGURE 8
Example of ensemble modeling workflow. The first two blocks (A and B) use Kamodo’s RealFlight function to fly the chosen satellite trajectory
through two simulation outputs. In the third block (C), the functions are collected into a single Kamodo object for further computation via function
composition.

14 https://pyspedas.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.

15 https://github.com/heliophysicsPy/summer-school/tree/main/
kamodo-tutorial.

16 https://pypi.org/project/pysat-kamodo/. 17 https://github.com/heliophysicsPy/summer-school.
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FIGURE 9
Example of model-data comparison using pysat and Kamodo. The first block (A) is identical to the first block of Figure 7. The second block (B)
proceeds to use pysat to retrieve the same data as in Figure 7, but applies the data cleaning routines for the data implemented in pysat. The next block
(C) converts the times to UTC timestamps, functionalizes the data, and adds the functionalized data to the existing Kamodo object. The output of the
final block (D) is similar to that of Figure 7, but now contains the cleaned observational data instead of the raw data.
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data gaps in the cleaned CINDI data in a zoomed-in section of

the graph centered on the spike just before 1600 UTC on

18 March 2015 as compared to the original data retrieved via

Kamodo’s CDAWeb HAPI interface. These data gaps are

propagated to the DIFF function automatically as part of

the function composition.

The simulated data and the chosen observational dataset in

this workflow can both be changed to the user’s specific goal,

along with the dates and the analysis function. In the future, we

are eager to use pysat’s developing interface to orbit propagators

as input to Kamodo’s flythrough functions, and to use Kamodo to

incorporate physics-based models into those orbit propagators.

4 Summary

Kamodo’s satellite flythrough capability decreases the

utilization barrier for heliophysics model outputs by

providing a model-agnostic utility for the entire

community. As the library of models implemented in

Kamodo expands, so will the capability of the flythrough

tools. Our first focus has been to add a variety of

ionosphere-thermosphere-mesosphere simulation outputs to

Kamodo in support of the upcoming Geospace Dynamics

Constellation mission. We are continuing to add more

simulation outputs to Kamodo in this domain, and are now

expanding our efforts into the geospace domain. Expanding to

include geospace model outputs requires a new approach to

coordinate conversions due to the often model-specific

coordinate systems involved (see Ringuette et al., 2022a).

However, this is easily incorporated into the current

software architecture by using the function composition

capability inherent in Kamodo. Further expansion into

heliosphere and solar physics model outputs is also

planned. We intend for Kamodo to become the new user

interface for interacting with all model outputs on the CCMC

website, including the Instant Run, Runs-on-Request, and

real-time model output visualization interfaces.

Accomplishing this goal will require increasing the

capability well beyond what is currently offered. Kamodo’s

continuing development as open-source software will also

deliver the same powerful solution for users on their own

computers and on the cloud.

Additional capabilities based on the flythrough are also in

development. For example, we have developed a satellite

constellation mission planning tool in support of the

Geospace Dynamics Constellation mission (Pfaff, 2016)

that is now available on GitHub as part of the Kamodo

CCMC software package for user testing. To increase

accessibility of model outputs, we are beginning work on

adding HAPI as a layer on top of the RealFlight and

TLEFlight flythrough functions and on top of the model

reader interfaces. This will enable the community to more

easily access and download model outputs by only serving the

desired portions of the data instead of serving the often

prohibitively large files. We are also working to improve

CCMC’s Kamodo documentation, especially including

sample workflows similar to the ones included in this work.

Simple additions planned in the short-term include code

refactoring to generalize the treatment of model-specific

coordinate conversions, and additional sample workflows.

Long term development goals include a line of sight

FIGURE 10
Comparison of themodel-data comparison workflow results using only Kamodo (left, (A) and pysat+Kamodo (right, (B). The data shown in both
plots are approximately 4 min sections of the plots shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9 (less than 1/20 of an orbit). The axes in each plot are nearly
identical, with the TIE-GCM dataset shown in blue (nearly horizontal lines near 1000 K), the CINDI dataset represented in orange, and the DIFF
calculated function in green. The time cadences and values in each plot are identical, except for the data gaps in the right plot. These gaps result
from the data cleaning routines developed for the CINDI data in pysat, and are automatically propagated to the DIFF function in the function
composition performed using Kamodo.
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calculation tool and a simulated imagery tool to expand

beyond in-situ applications, cloud capabilities, nowcasting

with continuous runs, satellite drag modeling18, and

reduced code and code-free interfaces to model outputs

(see Figure 6, Figure 7 of Ringuette et al., 2022b).

Building these capabilities on top of Kamodo provides a

powerful foundation for a large range of exciting capabilities,

especially for the complex case of simulation outputs. Since

Kamodo works for any data, our work can be easily extended

into other areas, even outside of the science and research

communities entirely. Applying Kamodo to heliophysics

simulated and observed data is beginning to lower the

utilization barrier for the entire community. Collaborators are

welcome!
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